Enterprise Distribution

Enterprise Distribution

Integrated, comprehensive software to manage the entire
supply chain - adaptable to meet the needs of your
business.

Pentana Solutions delivers integrated, comprehensive
distribution solutions that are designed for automotive,
agricultural equipment and after-market distribution
businesses, based on 40 years of dedicated experience.
We’ve worked closely with customers to create
customisable software for managing the entire business;
supporting multiple companies, business units, divisions
and warehouses. The software integrates functionality
across the entire operation – for example, information
about vehicles sold (directly or via your dealers) flows
through to accounts, after-sales service, parts and
warranty.
Enterprise can be customised to the individual client’s
needs - meaning you have the power to build the
modules your business requires. Our scalable business
intelligence tools which can fulfil the majority of reporting
needs in a distribution company.
In addition, all solutions can be delivered ‘via the
cloud’, so there’s no need for you to install software or
hardware; instead your staff and dealers can access it
via any Internet browser.

Dealer Management Portal

We offer an online dealer portal, Dealer Connect,
which offers your dealers the same productivity your
staff experience. They can log onto the same system
and make enquiries about vehicles/parts, place orders,
access delivery status, lodge warranty claims, and
participate in campaigns - all via the Internet. This
creates a streamlined, integrated efficiency throughout
the entire automotive chain.

Vehicle and Unit Sales

Pentana Solutions’ distribution software manages
the procurement from manufacturers, through to the
sale and delivery; tracking units through to end-oflife, supporting multiple brands sourced from multiple
supplers, sold into multiple markets.
Through transparency and unmatched control, our
software allows you to reduce stock holdings and age of
stock, reduce delivery lead-times, reduce logistics costs,
and reduce administrative efforts. You’ll instead receive
increased visibility over all units in the supply chain,
increased sales with the right stock mix, and ultimately
increased support to dealers and their customers.

Gain greater visibility over your entire business operations
and adapt more quickly to market changes and supplier
demands.

Warranty Administration

Parts Management

Service & Workshop Operations

Finance (Accounts & Administration)

Our world class warranty system simplifies and
automates in real-time the acceptance, adjudication
and payment of claims, service and recall campaigns,
and the reclaiming of credit from your suppliers and
manufacturer - putting money back in pockets quickly
and efficiently.

We give you the ability to control any work performed to
units during the distribution process, for example PDI,
local fitment of parts, or combining multiple serialised
units together to create a product. Our solution records
all labour and materials, billing, and gives an
analysis of work activities.

We allow you to comprehensively manage the
forecasting and purchase of parts from suppliers,
stabilise inventory control, and manage the sale and
distribution end points through your dealer network. The
efficiency and flexibility afforded by our solutions ensure
optimal levels of service and stock holdings, controlled
costs and reduced administration effort.

Our solutions offer a completely integrated finance
solution that includes accounts receivable, accounts
payable and general ledger modules. Alternatively, it’s
optional to integrate our distribution software with your
existing finance system, catering again for only what
your business requires.

About Us
Our distribution software is part of a bigger picture.
For 40 years, Pentana Solutions has pushed the
automotive envelope through innovation, cutting edge
technology and industry changing invention. We think
outside the box. We push the boundaries. And we never
stop developing for the future.
Why? Our customers. Our passion for the
industry and our expertise in the field drive us
to always look for the next opportunity. Through
customer collaboration and 40 years of industry
knowledge, we work around the clock to ensure
our customers’ businesses operate more profitably.
With a global footprint spanning more than 100 countries
and 50,000 users – we’re driven to deliver innovative
solutions that transform the way you’ll work tomorrow.
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